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	Network+ Exam Prep 2 (Exam Prep N10-003), 9780789732552 (0789732556), Que, 2005
Attention Network+ Candidates: Stop spending valuable study time sorting through confusing study aids. Network + Exam Prep 2 is the ultimate self-study guide for the Network + exam. Featuring exercises, self-assessments, study strategies, exam tips and notes, this comprehensive guide will help you understand the concepts behind the exam objectives and score better on the test. You will also receive a CD that includes over 100 practice test questions and the Cram Sheet tear card for last-minute test review. Network + Exam Prep 2 is the smarter, more efficient way to get certified.
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Gamestar Mechanic For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Level up from gamer to creator with Gamestar Mechanic


	Do you think you can design the ultimate video game? It's more than just flashy effects and cool graphics. Gamestar Mechanic helps you build the skills you need to become a master designer. Go on Quests, collect your Sprites and design your very own game that you can...


		

2DArtist Magazine, Issue 022, October 2007Zoo Publishing, 2007
Welcome to the 22nd issue of 2d artists magazine. Please take some time to fill in our survey if you havent already done so. We are constantly trying to improve the magazine in many different ways and you can help by telling us how to improve your ‘experience’ of 2d artist.
You can see the survey here and dont forget...


		

Adventures in Problem SolvingSangam Books, 2002

	What is "problem solving"? The grat mathematican David Hilberd said that, in essence, probles are the life blood of mathematics, and Paul Halmos added a rider: that the complementary activity - theory building - provides the soul of the subject.
...




	

CHAOS: A Program Collection for the PCSpringer, 1998
"... The program devoted to the Julia and Mandelbrot sets is particularly exciting. Seeing the beautiful sets appearing on the screen, manipulating parameters oneself and observing the effects is infinitely more enlightening than viewing a picture in a book. ... Each chapter also provides a guide to ideas which the graduate student might wish...

		

Revision of loose femoral prostheses with a stem system based on the "press-fit" principleSpringer, 2007

	The author of this multimedia work sets himself an ambitious goal: to allow a surgeon to achieve the revision of a prosthesis without too many difficulties (or too much apprehension!) with guaranteed results if he follows the proposed method step by step, and this, even if he is not very experienced in this discipline.To fulfil this purpose,...


		

Emerging Trends And Challenges in Information Technology ManagementIGI Global, 2006
Many theoretical development practices exist for creating multimedia systems. Most of these development models are orientated towards building traditional information systems, where the requirements are usually well understood. Multimedia systems, like the industry itself, are evolving rapidly, therefore new tools and techniques are constantly...
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